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Abstract

The measurement of the charge asymmetry for highly boosted top quark pairs decay-
ing to a single lepton and jets is presented. The analysis is performed using 138 fb−1

and 133 fb−1 of data in the muon and electron channels respectively, collected in pp
collisions at

√
s = 13 TeV with the CMS detector at the CERN LHC. The selection is

optimized for top quark-antiquark pairs produced with large Lorentz boosts, result-
ing in nonisolated leptons and overlapping jets. The top quark charge asymmetry is
measured for events with tt invariant mass larger than 750 GeV and corrected for de-
tector and acceptance effects using a binned maximum likelihood fit. The measured
top quark charge asymmetry 0.0069 +0.0065

−0.0069 and in good agreement with the standard
model prediction at next-to-next-to-leading order in QCD perturbation theory with
next-to-leading-order electroweak corrections. Differential distributions for two in-
variant mass ranges, (750, 900) GeV and > 900 GeV are also presented.
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1 Introduction1

Top quarks are produced at hadron colliders primarily in the form of tt pairs that originate2

from a gtt vertex via the strong interaction, where g is a gluon [1, 2]. A fundamental differ-3

ence between tt production in the Tevatron pp collisions and the LHC pp collisions is that4

the former is dominated by qq annihilation and the latter by gluon fusion. At leading order,5

the standard model (SM) predicts that the tt production is forward-backward symmetric in qq6

annihilation. However, higher-order SM effects result in a small (≈ 6.6%) positive forward-7

backward asymmetry AFB, such that the top quark (antiquark) is preferentially emitted in the8

direction of the incoming quark (antiquark) [3]. There is no asymmetry in the gluon fusion tt9

production that dominates at the LHC, but because valence quarks carry, on average, larger10

momentum than antiquarks (from the sea), the rapidity distribution of top quarks at the LHC11

is expected to be broader than that of top anti-quarks [4, 5]. The tt charge asymmetry is defined12

as13

AC =
N(∆|y| > 0)− N(∆|y| < 0)
N(∆|y| > 0) + N(∆|y| < 0)

, (1)

where ∆|y| = |yt | − |yt | is the difference between the absolute value of the top quark and top14

anti-quark rapidities and N is the number of events. The value of AC is expected to be on the15

order of 1% in the SM [4].16

Since the relative contribution of valence quarks increases at high momentum transfer [6], we17

expect that measuring AC in a sample of highly boosted tt events will lead to a more stringent18

probe of quantum chromodynamic (QCD) predictions and higher sensitivity to BSM physics19

processes that might alter the charge asymmetry [7]. Several models predict enhancements20

with respect to the SM prediction in the presence of new particles, including axigluons [8, 9],21

Z′ bosons [10–12], and models that predict the existence of heavy W′ bosons, scalar isodou-22

blets, color triplet scalars, and color sextet scalars [13, 14]. These models introduce new spin-023

and spin-1 particles in the interaction, modifying AC by exchanging the new particles through24

interference terms and dedicated loops. Along with specific BSM models, deviations from the25

SM prediction can also be interpreted through an effective field theory (EFT) approach in which26

new physics contributions are described via a fixed set of dimension-six operators added to the27

SM Lagrangian [15].28

Early Tevatron AFB measurements [16, 17], based on about half of the full data set, sparked wide29

interest when they showed larger asymmetries than those predicted by the SM at the time [18].30

These measurements were especially interesting because the discrepancies grew with larger tt31

invariant masses and rapidity differences. Measurements using the full Tevatron data set and32

combining the results from the two collaborations, CDF and D0, later became available [19].33

Even though all measurements favored larger positive asymmetries than the predictions [20],34

none of the observed differences were larger than two standard deviations. The ATLAS and35

CMS Collaborations have combined their inclusive and differential measurements of AC [21]36

at two center-of-mass energies (7 and 8 TeV), obtaining AC = 0.005± 0.007 (stat)± 0.006 (syst)37

and AC = 0.0055± 0.0023 (stat)± 0.0025 (syst) at 7 and 8 TeV, respectively. The two indepen-38

dent uncertainties reported are the statistical uncertainty in the observed data (stat) and the39

systematic uncertainty (syst). These combined measurements show good agreement with the40

respective SM predictions and uniquely restrict the phase space of possible BSM phenomena41

that would produce large asymmetries [13].42

The measurement presented in this publication is the first one that uses proton-proton colli-43
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sion data at
√

s = 13 TeV and optimizes the reconstruction for highly Lorentz-boosted tt events44

with invariant tt mass above 750 GeV. We target the single-lepton channel, in which both top45

quarks decay as t → bW, one W boson decays leptonically (W → `ν), and the other decays46

hadronically (W → qq ′). The highly boosted top quarks yield collimated decay products that47

are partially or fully merged. For the top quark decaying to a W boson that decays leptonically48

(called a top quark leptonic decay), this results in the lepton ` (muon or electron) appearing as49

nonisolated because of its proximity to the b quark. Dedicated jet and lepton cleaning at the50

trigger and offline levels allows us to reconstruct the decay products of the boosted leptonically51

decaying top quarks without applying an isolation requirement on the leptons, while the multi-52

jet background is controlled with topological requirements [22]. The topology of the top quark53

decaying to a W boson that decays hadronically (called a top quark hadronic decay) depends54

on the magnitude of its transverse momentum (pT). At the high end of the pT spectrum, the top55

quark decay products have angular distances between partons that can be smaller than the jet56

clustering distance parameter and are thus reconstructed as a single, large-radius jet. In con-57

trast, at the low end of the pT spectrum near the kinematic threshold, each parton is matched58

to a single jet. For intermediate pT values, the partons from the hadronic W boson decay are59

merged into a single jet, but the b quark is reconstructed separately. All three topologies are60

considered in this analysis and are referred to as “Boosted”, “Resolved”, and “Semi-resolved”,61

respectively.62

2 The CMS detector and event reconstruction63

The central feature of the CMS apparatus is a superconducting solenoid of 6 m internal diame-64

ter, providing a magnetic field of 3.8 T. Within the solenoid volume are a silicon pixel and strip65

tracker, a lead tungstate crystal electromagnetic calorimeter (ECAL), and a brass and scintilla-66

tor hadron calorimeter (HCAL), each composed of a barrel and two endcap sections. Forward67

calorimeters extend the pseudorapidity (η) coverage provided by the barrel and endcap detec-68

tors. Muons are measured in gas-ionization detectors embedded in the steel flux-return yoke69

outside the solenoid. Events of interest are selected using a two-tiered trigger system [23, 24].70

A more detailed description of the CMS detector, together with a definition of the coordinate71

system used and the relevant kinematic variables, can be found in Ref. [25].72

The offline event reconstruction is based on a particle-flow (PF) algorithm [26], which com-73

bines information from each subdetector to identify electrons, photons, and charged or neutral74

hadrons. To recover inefficiencies observed in data for very high pT PF muons, we use muons75

that are reconstructed first in the muon system and then fitted to tracks [27]. The primary ver-76

tex (PV) is taken to be the vertex corresponding to the hardest scattering in the event, evaluated77

using tracking information alone, as described in Section 9.4.1 of Ref. [28]. Charged hadrons78

associated with other vertices are removed from further consideration. The remaining PF can-79

didates are clustered into jets using the anti-kT algorithm [29, 30] with distance parameters of80

0.4 (AK4). The large radius 0.8 (AK8) jets are built using the “Pileup Per Particle Identifica-81

tion” [31, 32]. The total jet ~pT is given by the sum of the ~pT of its constituents. If a lepton is82

found within ∆R =
√
(∆η)2 + (∆φ)2 < 0.4 of an AK4 jet or ∆R < 0.8 of an AK8 jet, where φ is83

the azimuthal angle, its four-momentum is subtracted from that jet [22]. The missing transverse84

momentum vector ~pmiss
T is computed as the negative vector sum of the transverse momenta of85

all the PF candidates in an event, and its magnitude is denoted as pmiss
T [33]. Corrections are86

applied to improve the jet energy scale and resolution, and the ~pmiss
T is modified to account for87

these corrections [34].88

Specialized techniques use AK8 jets and jet substructure information [35], including the ”soft89
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drop clustering” [36] and the ”N-subjettiness” [37], to separate the hadronic decay of boosted90

top quarks into two exclusive categories: hadronically decaying top quarks (t tag) in which the91

three partons are merged into a single AK8 jet, and hadronically decaying W bosons (W tag)92

in which the two partons from the W boson are merged into a single AK8 jet, but the bottom93

quark is reconstructed as a separate AK4 jet. The identification of jets originating from the94

decay of B hadrons (b tag) employs a deep neural network multi-classification algorithm called95

DeepJet algorithm [38] that relies on information from the tracker and the calorimeters [39].96

The b tagging algorithm is applied to AK4 jets with pj
T > 50 GeV and |η j| < 2.5. The tagging97

efficiencies for the light and heavy jets are calculated for the tight working point and applied98

for each process separately. the t tagging and W tagging algorithms are applied to AK8 jets99

with pj
T > 400 GeV and |η j| < 2.5.100

3 Collider data and simulated samples101

We analyze data collected by the CMS detector during Run 2 (2016–2018) and corresponding102

to a total integrated luminosity of 138 fb−1 [40–42]. Events in the muon channel (µ + jets) are103

selected with a single-muon trigger that requires pµ
T > 50 GeV. Events in the electron channel104

(e + jets) are selected by either a single electron trigger with pe
T > 115 GeV or a trigger requiring105

one electron with pe
T > 50 GeV and one jet with pj

T > 165 GeV [22]. As the e + jets trigger was106

not available during the early running period in 2017, the integrated luminosity available for107

the 2017 e + jets channel is reduced by 5 fb−1.108

In the offline reconstruction, we select events for the µ + jets (e + jets) channel that contain109

exactly one muon with pµ
T > 55 GeV and |ηµ | < 2.4 (one electron with pe

T > 80 GeV and110

|ηe | < 2.5) and at least two jets with pj1
T > 150 GeV (pj1

T > 185 GeV), pj2
T > 50 GeV, and |η j| < 2.4.111

To preserve the identification efficiency of tt decay products in the highly boosted topology, no112

isolation requirement is imposed on the leptons at either the trigger or offline level. To re-113

duce the background from QCD multijet events, we apply a two-dimensional (2D) selection114

that requires leptons to satisfy the condition ∆Rmin(`, j) > 0.4 or pT,rel(`, j) > 25 GeV, where115

∆Rmin(`, j) is the minimum ∆R between the lepton and all AK4 jets, and pT,rel(`, j) is the trans-116

verse momentum of the lepton with respect to the axis of the nearest AK4 jet with pT > 25 GeV117

and |η| < 2.4 [22]. Finally, events need to satisfy pmiss
T > 50 GeV and pmiss

T + pµ
T > 150 GeV118

(pmiss
T > 120 GeV) in the µ + jets (e + jets) channel. To suppress the contribution from the119

W + jets background, at least one of the AK4 jets has to be b tagged.120

Monte Carlo (MC) samples for the tt and single top quark (ST) processes are produced with the121

next-to-leading-order (NLO) POWHEG [43] generator. Simulated W + jets, Drell–Yan (DY) Z +122

jets and γ+ jets, and QCD multijet processes are generated with MADGRAPH5 aMC@NLO [44].123

All samples are interfaced to PYTHIA8 [45] for parton showering with the CP5 tune [46]. Vector124

boson pair (diboson) events are simulated with PYTHIA8. All samples include the simulation of125

additional inelastic pp interactions (pileup) within the same or nearby bunch crossings. Small126

corrections are applied to all MC samples to improve the agreement with the observed data,127

derived from data control samples that are independent of the candidate selection.128

4 tt event reconstruction129

The tt system is reconstructed by assigning the four-vectors of the final-state objects to either130

the leptonic t` or hadronic th leg of the tt decay. For events with a t tag, the t-tagged jet is taken131

as the th and only AK4 jets with ∆R > 0.8 from the th are considered candidates for the t` . For132
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events with a W tag, the W-tagged jet is assigned to the th. The AK4 jets with ∆R > 0.8 from133

the W tag can be assigned to either the t` or the th. For events with neither a t tag nor a W tag,134

all possible assignments of AK4 jets are considered for both the t` and the th. No b tagging135

information for individual jets is used in this process. Finally, one tt hypothesis is selected136

for each event as the one with the smallest χ2 variable that minimizes the difference between137

the reconstructed t` and th masses and the true top mass (within uncertainties). Background138

processes typically result in large values of χ2 and are rejected from the signal selection.139

The signal candidate sample is separated into three topologies based on the presence of t- or W-140

tagged jets: Boosted contains events with one t tag and no W tag; Semi-resolved contains events141

with one W tag and no t tag; and Resolved contains the rest of the events that have no t tag and142

no W tag. Only events with χ2 < 30 and tt invariant mass greater than 750 GeV are retained143

for further study. With these conditions, 70% of the events in the Boosted topology have the144

correct jet assignments as measured in simulation. Figure 1 shows comparisons between data145

and the SM prediction for events in our candidate sample, where the boosted nature of the146

events becomes evident: the Mtt range extends to multi-TeV values, events with two and three147

jets are reconstructed, and events with leptons closer to the nearest jet axis than the jet size are148

retained. Good agreement between prediction and data is observed in all cases.149

5 Systematic uncertainties150

Systematic uncertainties from numerous sources can affect the normalization and the shape of151

the distributions of physical observables in both signal and background samples. The system-152

atic uncertainties affecting only the normalization come from the SM theoretical cross section153

values for each process and the luminosity normalization. All MC samples are normalized ac-154

cording to their respective SM cross section values and assigned a rate uncertainty of 30% for155

background processes and 5% for the tt signal. Additionally, uncertainties in the integrated156

luminosity vary per year—2.5%, 2.3%, and 1.2% for 2018 [47], 2017 [48], and 2016 [49] respec-157

tively, and include both correlated and uncorrelated components across three years. There is158

also an added uncertainty of 1.6% for the combined 2016, 2017 and 2018 integrated luminosity.159

All other systematic uncertainties affect both the normalization and the shape. Uncertainties160

from experimental sources are applied to both signal and background samples. All MC sam-161

ples are reweighted to match the pileup distribution in data, which is generated by using the162

instantaneous luminosity per bunch crossing for each luminosity section, with a minimum-bias163

cross section of 69.2 mb; an uncertainty of 4.6% is applied to this value. All muons and elec-164

trons in the simulated samples have uncertainties associated with the trigger, reconstruction,165

and identification. These uncertainties are uncorrelated across lepton flavors but correlated166

across years and are parameterized as a function of the pT and η of the leptons. There is a flat167

uncertainty in the efficiency of the 2D selection that rejects QCD background, which is uncor-168

related across lepton flavors and years. Uncertainties in the jet energy corrections (JEC) and169

resolution (JER) are parameterized in terms of the jet pT and η and considered correlated across170

years. The uncertainty in the tagging scale factors is parameterized as a function of the jet pT.171

The uncertainties in t tagging and W tagging are 100% correlated across years, but the uncer-172

tainty in b tagging has both correlated and uncorrelated components [50]. There are different173

scale factors to account for the cases when the tagging algorithms incorrectly identify some jets,174

so a separate mistagging uncertainty is also assigned.175

In addition to the experimental sources, we consider uncertainties affecting the SM simulations.176

Renormalization (µR) and factorization (µF) scales at the matrix element level are varied by a177
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Figure 1: Comparison between data and SM prediction for the events in the signal candidate
sample in the combined ` + jets channel after the likelihood normalization (see Section 6) for
several quantities: ∆|y| (top left), reconstructed Mtt (top right), distance between the lepton
and the closest AK4 jet ∆Rmin(`, j) (bottom left), and the number of AK4 jets (bottom right).
Data points are shown with their statistical uncertainty. The shaded band combines the MC
statistical uncertainty and the systematic uncertainty (see Section 5). Overall, good agreement
between data and simulation is observed in all variables.
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factor of 2 or 0.5 to take into account the effect of higher-order corrections in the tt and W + jets178

simulations. The matrix element and parton shower (ME-PS) matching scale (hdamp) regulates179

the high-pT radiation by damping real emissions from the POWHEG generator; this effect is only180

taken into account for tt and evaluated using independent simulated samples. Uncertainties181

related to the initial- and final-state radiation (ISR and FSR) modeling in the parton shower182

are taken into account by varying the strong coupling constant αs at the scale Q2 for the tt183

samples. Finally, an uncertainty in the correction to the top quark pT in simulated tt samples,184

which depends on the generator-level top quark transverse momentum, is evaluated as a one-185

sided variation computed from the difference between the top quark pT distribution with and186

without the correction. For all these uncertainties, those originating from the same source are187

considered as 100% correlated between channels and those arising from different sources are188

considered to be 100% uncorrelated.189

6 Unfolded results190

The top quark charge asymmetry is obtained by performing a simultaneous binned maximum191

likelihood fit to data in all bins and categories of the signal candidate sample. Statistical uncer-192

tainties due to the limited MC sample size are treated separately in each bin with the Barlow–193

Beeston-lite approach [51]. Each source of systematic uncertainty is included in the likelihood194

as a unique nuisance parameter. For contributions that apply to multiple analysis channels,195

the nuisance parameters are fully correlated, allowing better constraints to be placed on the196

systematic uncertainties. This unfolding approach also has the advantage that the contribu-197

tions from the background processes are constrained by the fit, resulting in smaller systematic198

uncertainties than those obtained with a direct background subtraction. For a given channel k199

in our analysis, the channel likelihood function Lk is defined as:200

Lk =
Nreco

∏
j=1

P

nj;
Ngen

∑
i=1

Aji(~δu)µi + bj

N(~δu), (2)

where201

• P (n; µ) represents the Poisson probability of observing n events when µ are ex-202

pected.203

• the index i runs over the truth bins at generator level, and the index j runs over the204

bins at reconstruction level. In this analysis, we use two bins corresponding to the205

positive and negative difference between the absolute value of the top quark and206

antiquark rapidities ∆|y|. Correspondingly, Nreco and Ngen are both set equal to 2.207

• the response matrix Aji gives the probability for an event produced in bin i to be208

measured in bin j.209

• nj corresponds to the number of data events in bin j.210

• bj represents the number of background events predicted in bin j.211

• N(~δu) represents the priors for the nuisance parameters corresponding to individual212

uncertainty sources δu. Normalization uncertainties are assigned to a log-normal213

distribution, all other uncertainties have a normal distribution prior.214

Each analysis channel is defined by a range of Mtt values and a specific year and lepton fla-215

vor. The final result is given by the product of the individual likelihoods, Eq 2 with the index216

k running over all 12 channels: two lepton flavors (µ + jets and e + jets), 3 years (2018, 2017,217
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and 2016), and two mass regions (Mtt ∈ (750, 900)GeV and Mtt > 900 GeV). Table 1 shows218

the signal and background yields in our final candidate sample after the likelihood fit, sepa-219

rated into the two mass regions. The contributions to our candidate sample from background220

processes (ST, W + jets, DY, and QCD multijet) are taken from simulation. The diboson back-221

ground yield is negligible and therefore omitted from the table. Figure 2 shows ∆|y| for each of222

these 12 channels both before and after the likelihood normalization. As can be observed, the223

likelihood fit reduces the total uncertainty significantly and improves the agreement between224

data and the SM prediction.225

Table 1: Event yields after the likelihood fit for each of the 12 channels used in the analysis
(µ + jets, e + jets and 3 years: 2018, 2017, and 2016), separated into the two mass regions, for
events that pass the signal sample selection. The uncertainties shown include both the MC
statistical and the total systematic uncertainties.

Process µ2018 µ2017 µ2016 e2018 e2017 e2016

750 GeV < Mtt < 900 GeV
tt 22 230± 1950 16 430± 1400 10 370± 970 4590± 450 2950± 260 2560± 240
ST 1620± 150 2150± 190 910± 80 410± 30 510± 40 290± 30
W + jets 970± 110 1150± 124 1250± 270 240± 30 220± 30 320± 70
DY 90± 20 40± 10 50± 10 15± 3 6± 1 10± 2
QCD multijet 410± 100 270± 60 180± 40 6± 2 2± 1 0± 0
Total 25 310± 1960 20 050± 1400 12 770± 1000 5270± 450 3690± 260 3180± 250
Data 25 417 20 052 12 735 5219 3674 3127

Mtt > 900 GeV
tt 23 340± 2270 17 120± 1640 10 700± 1060 7140± 740 4880± 490 4110± 430
ST 1670± 140 2020± 170 920± 80 610± 60 690± 60 420± 40
W + jets 1450± 170 1330± 160 1970± 450 520± 60 440± 50 740± 160
DY 110± 20 60± 10 70± 10 30± 6 14± 3 20± 4
QCD multijet 860± 120 810± 130 470± 70 10± 3 30± 9 40± 10
Total 27 400± 2280 21 350± 1660 14 130± 1160 8320± 750 6050± 500 5330± 460
Data 27 298 21 358 14 157 8361 6066 5385

Combinations of subsets of these channels are also possible and allow us to obtain results for226

the two mass regions separately. In all cases, the unfolding performs a multi-dimensional max-227

imum likelihood fit of the simulation to observed data and returns two signal strengths, rpos228

and rneg, corresponding to the ∆|y| > 0 and ∆|y| < 0 regions, respectively. We choose to define229

rpos in terms of rneg and Afid
C , which allows us to obtain from the likelihood fit directly:230

rpos = rneg

(
Ntruth(∆|y| < 0)
Ntruth(∆|y| > 0)

)(
1 + Afid

C

1− Afid
C

)
, (3)

where231

• Ntruth(∆|y|) is the number of events in a given ∆|y| bin at the generator level,232

• rneg is the signal strength that scales the contribution of the events with ∆|y| < 0,233

and234

• Afid
C is the value of the unfolded charge asymmetry in the fiducial phase space, given235

by the events in the signal sample for the given mass region.236

The measured charge asymmetry in the fiducial phase space is found to be consistent, within237

uncertainty, with the expectations. This is shown in Table 2 and Fig. 3 (left), which together238

summarize the Afid
C values for different mass regions with their statistical and systematic un-239

certainties, compared to the theoretical values obtained when setting the observed quantities240

to their expected values (Asimov data).241
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Figure 2: Comparison between data and SM prediction for ∆|y| for each of the 12 analysis chan-
nels both before (left) and after (right) the likelihood normalization. The plots in the top row
correspond to 750 GeV < Mtt < 900 GeV, and the plots in the bottom row to Mtt > 900 GeV.
Data points are shown with statistical uncertainty, and the shaded band combines the MC sta-
tistical uncertainty and the systematic uncertainty. As can be observed, these uncertainties are
reduced significantly after the likelihood fit, and the agreement between data and simulation
is improved. Overall, excellent agreement in all channels is observed.
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Figure 3: The measured AC values in different mass regions, combining the µ + jets and e +
jets channels, compared with the prediction in the fiducial region obtained by fitting Asimov
data (left) and the theoretical prediction, including NNLO QCD and NLO EW corrections from
Ref. [4] (right). The vertical bars represent the statistical and total uncertainties.
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Table 2: Measured unfolded charge asymmetry in the fiducial phase for individual channels
compared with the SM predictions.

Mtt ( GeV) AC (measured) STAT SYST MC STAT TOTAL AC (theory)

AC in fiducial phase space

> 750 0.0022 ±0.0044 +0.0034
−0.0043 ±0.0032 +0.0064

−0.0069 0.0072+0.0064
−0.0061

(750− 900) 0.0039 +0.0066
−0.0065

+0.0039
−0.0056

+0.0043
−0.0044

+0.0088
−0.0096 0.0060+0.0097

−0.0091

> 900 0.0118 ±0.0058 +0.0055
−0.0075 ±0.0041 +0.0090

−0.0103 0.0083+0.0085
−0.0082

AC in full phase space

> 750 0.0069 ±0.0044 +0.0034
−0.0042 ±0.0032 +0.0065

−0.0069 0.0094+0.0005
−0.0007

(750− 900) 0.0243 ±0.0065 +0.0029
−0.0064

+0.0045
−0.0043

+0.0084
−0.0101 0.0087+0.0006

−0.0008

> 900 0.0037 ±0.0058 +0.0055
−0.0072

+0.0041
−0.0040

+0.0090
−0.0101 0.0101+0.0006

−0.0007

The measured AC is also presented in the full phase space using a correction based on αε, the242

product of the acceptance measured at generator level times the event selection efficiency. The243

number of unfolded signal events in each channel is divided by the corresponding αε to correct244

from the fiducial phase space of that channel to the full phase space, as defined in Eq 1 common245

to all 12 channels. In this case, the relation:246

rpos = rneg

(
αεpos

αεneg

)(
Ntruth(∆|y| < 0)
Ntruth(∆|y| > 0)

)(
1 + Afull

C

1− Afull
C

)
(4)

allows us to obtain the signal strengths rneg and Afull
C directly from the likelihood fit. The Afull

C247

parameter is the value of the unfolded charge asymmetry at parton level corrected back to the248

full phase space and its uncertainty. The uncertainty in the acceptance arising from theoret-249

ical uncertainties in tt generation is several orders of magnitude smaller than the systematic250

uncertainties and therefore neglected.251

Table 2 and Fig. 3 (right) also show the measured top quark charge asymmetry after unfold-252

ing to parton level in the full phase space, compared with the theoretical prediction at NNLO253

QCD and NLO EW corrections from Ref. [4]. Good agreement between the data and the SM254

prediction is observed. Figure 4 gives the ranking of the main systematic uncertainties for the255

inclusive AC measurement.256
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the systematic uncertainties for the inclusive AC measurement for Mtt > 750 GeV. The blue
and red bars show the effect on the unfolded AC values for up and down variations of the
systematic uncertainty. MC statistical uncertainties are omitted here.
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7 Summary257

The first measurement of the charge asymmetry for highly boosted top quark-antiquark pairs258

in pp collisions at
√

s = 13 TeV has been presented based on 138 fb−1 of data collected by the259

CMS experiment at the LHC. The selection was optimized for top quark-antiquark pairs pro-260

duced with large Lorentz boosts and decaying to a single lepton + jets, resulting in nonisolated261

leptons and overlapping jets. The top quark charge asymmetry (AC) is corrected for detector262

and acceptance effects using a binned maximum likelihood fit.263

The resulting unfolded charge asymmetry for tt events with Mtt > 750 GeV corrected to the264

full phase space is AC = 0.0069 +0.0065
−0.0069. The corresponding theoretical prediction at NNLO265

in QCD perturbation theory with NLO electroweak corrections from Ref. [4] is 0.0094 +0.0005
−0.0007.266

Good agreement between the measurement and the most precise standard model prediction is267

thus observed.268

This novel measurement of the top-quark charge asymmetry is the first one to use 13TeV data269

and a binned maximum likelihood unfolding technique to measure AC directly at parton level270

in the full phase space. In addition, it is the first result that focuses exclusively on the very high271

Lorentz-boost regime, using dedicated reconstruction techniques for the hadronically and the272

leptonically-decaying top quark at both trigger and offline level. Since the relative contribution273

of valence quarks increases at high momentum transfer, AC is especially sensitive to BSM pro-274

cesses in this highly boosted phase space . The result demonstrates that top quark properties275

can be precisely measured in the highly boosted topology, opening a new era of exploration for276

Run 3 and HL-LHC.277
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